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men reported to be manning Berwick were
HE almost total disappearance of the
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borders of England, which as much as anything
ches, and no doubt it was as an aid to this work
else prompted the radical reordering of the
that in March of that year King James gave him
defences of Berwick which began shortly after
the castle of Berwick, and “the whole of that
wards. That reordering gave England its only
our house newly built within the said castle”—
set of bastioned defences in the continental
presumably the new lodgings.6 Since Hume
manner.1 But the bastions projected from a
would later serve as principal commissioner for
circuit of walls defending an area much smaller
the pacification of the borders, having been
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sources make it possible to attempt a rough
reconstruction.
Probably it was intended to be one of the socalled “prodigy houses” which architects like
Robert Smythson were building in England in
the years around 1600.7 Laid out in the form of
a square (“squadron” was the word used), it
was very tall, with turrets above, either at the
corners or in the middle of each elevation. It
seems to have had a typically ornate facade—
“the Walls and Gates made beautifull with
pictures of stone, ye worke curious &
delicate”—and above all it had a magnificent
gallery, which, since it had a lead roof, must
have been on the top floor, facing to the west,
judging from a reference in 1651 to “the Long
Gallery or west part of the Castle”.8 Of this last
it was rumoured that the one at Worksop was
“but a garret in respect of the gallery that
would be there . . . ” Since the gallery at Work
sop was 212 feet long and 36 feet wide,9 Hume
was clearly thinking very big indeed. In this he
may have been moved at least in part by a
conception of himself as the king’s representa
tive. In 1608 he was made a Knight of the
Garter, and the following year he celebrated St
George’s day at Berwick (quite possibly in the
castle) on a scale which greatly impressed
Robert Delaval, who wrote to tell the Earl of
Northumberland all about it. His guests were
twenty-four Scots—two earls, six barons and
sixteen knights and gentlemen—and twentyfour Englishmen, all of them knights and gen
tlemen. The feasting lasted for three days,
“with great plenty and store of good fare”, and
with what Delaval called “the Scottish fare”
observed after each meal, that is, with a read
ing from the Bible or part of a psalm by one of
Hume’s chaplains, “and immediately after such
as listed to drink had ready set upon the table
in several glasses, 8 several wines . . . ” And
when Hume went to church , he did so in a
stately procession, formed by the garrison
armed with pikes and muskets at the front,
thirty-two of his own men in blue coats, the
mayor and aldermen of Berwick, and many
others.10 His death without an heir deprived
the town of what might have been a valuable
counterbalance to the diminution of its military

importance after 1603.
It also meant a renewed decline for the
castle, though it continued to be habitable.
When Charles I came to Berwick in 1639, he
stayed at first “at an ould ruined house of his
owne called the Castle” (a rather misleading
description in one respect, in that the castle
had a fact passed to the Earl of Suffolk, who
had married one of Hume’s daughters), though
he was later persuaded to lodge with his troops
under canvas. And the castle was afterwards
patched up enough to give it a renewed defen
sive function, the walls being reinforced at two
points to enable them to carry guns.11 The war
against the Scottish Covenanters which would
eventually lead to the English Civil War was
imminent, but the citizens of Berwick were not
yet thinking of things military. In the reign of
Henry VIII their parish church had been
demolished to provide materials for fragile
defences, and ever since then they had had to
make do with a church described as “very
small, cracked, rent and ready to fall, not able
to hold the sixth part of the inhabitants”.12The
townsmen grumbled intermittently, and at last,
in 1641, they did something about it. Perhaps
they were encouraged in their action by King
Charles himself, who had probably worshipped
in the town two years earlier. Be that as it may,
during 1641 John Sleigh, one of the aldermen,
went to London, and there obtained a brief, a
royal warrant, licensing the townsfolk to collect
money throughout the realm for a new church,
and he also negotiated with the Earl of Suffolk
for the purchase of the castle. The latter was,
according to the records of the town’s head
guild, “intended for the better erecting of a
new church here”, and the total price paid for
it was £330.13
Although the townsmen took possession of
the castle at once, they experienced consider
able difficulty in making use of it as they
wanted. A particular problem was posed by the
fact that, with the outbreak of the Civil War in
1642, there were soldiers continually stationed
in or near it, who were particularly apt to
pillage any timber they could find, especially
for firewood—by 1646 they were said to have
“carried away, burnt in the Guards and other

wise disposed of” timber worth £150.14 The
corporation seems to have made additional
difficulties for itself by leasing part of the fabric
to a townsman, a clothier called Ralph Lovell,
who built himself a dyehouse under the castle
bridge and lived in at least part of the structure
erected by Sir George Hume, with the unex
pected result that the town authorities were apt
to find themselves paying for repairs to the roof
and windows of a structure they had bought in
order to pull down.15 Lovell only left Hume’s
gallery when the garrison took it over to
accommodate sick and wounded soldiers,16 and
the work of demolition was slow to start. Quite
possibly it only got under way in 1646, begin
ning with the eastern side of the castle, that is,
at the back of Hume’s great house,17 and the
removal of stone from the castle certainly did
nothing to hasten work on the church, whose
foundation stone appears to have been laid
only in the spring of 1650.18 The result of so
much delay was a series of quarrels, between
the corporation and its architect, a Mr Young,
whose work was examined and found want
ing,19 and within the corporation itself. Robert
Denton, who had been closely involved in the
purchase of the castle, saw fit to publish a little
tract called Berwick's Beauty, or a Church
Erecting there, in which he complained of ill
usage and hinted at financial improprieties.20
Nor were matters simplified when in 1651 the
governor of Berwick, Colonel George Fen
wick, suggested that the castle’s fine gallery
ought to be left standing. With some exaspera
tion the corporation replied that “we are most
willing to let that part of the castle stand if his
honour can find or think of any way to supply
and provide us with timber, and withall that we
are informed that there is not timber, without
that timber of that part of the Castle, which will
nigh serve the half of the work for the new
church.”21
But in spite of all these difficulties work went
on, the castle coming down and the church
going up, and in March 1652 the old church was
sold (except for fittings which included the
pulpit), it being “the Town’s intention to leave
that church and go to the other”.22 There was
still work to be completed on the new church’s

interior, including the construction of a gallery,
for which five main beams from the castle were
commandeered in October 1654,23 but by then
it had been long decided that the castle had
served its essential purpose, for in 1652 its site
was sold to one Robert Curvin, “all the house
called the Lanthorne pillars, Gatestead stones,
timber, and Mr Lovell’s dyehouse excepted
and reserved to the Tow n.. .”24 The reserva
tion of timber was doubtless made with the
needs of the church in mind, and would have
been invoked when the beams were removed
in 1654. The Lanthorne pillars are mysterious;
clearly part of a standing structure, one which
in 1656 was given a slate roof,2 the word
“Lanthorne” may indicate that it was a domed
turret surviving from Hume’s great house, and
now being used as a lighthouse. The gatestead
stones must have formed part of an ornamental
gateway, again part of Hume’s mansion—in
1666 they were given to the town’s military
governor, so that he could use them to enhance
a house he was building to control the bridge
over the Tweed.26 But the other remains of the
castle ceased to be the concern of the town. As
early as April 1653 Curvin had “transferred his
interest” in them to Stephen Jackson,27 who
was then mayor, and afterwards they passed to
a succession of private individuals, the owners
of the site until it became the property of the
North British Railway.28 The castle itself was a
ruin, and was perceived at such—a military
survey of Berwick and Holy Island made in
1682 referred only to “the Ruines of the Old
Castle”29—and when it was next mentioned in
an official document, it was only with the
suggestion that it be ruined still further.
Berwick remained a garrison town after the
Restoration, but the demolition of the castle
had reduced the possibilities available for lodg
ing soldiers, who were therefore billetted upon
the townsfolk. This led to persistent friction,
and the town’s letter-book for the seventeenth
and early eighteenth centuries is full of com
plaints to central government about the behav
iour of the military—their violence, their
disrespect for the mayor’s authority, the way
“Soldiers married and unmarried get women
with child & so leave the children to be main

tained by the Town which is to the Town an
intolerable burden”—and of petitions for the
building of barracks, as a way of keeping
soldiers and civilians apart.30 At last, following
the Jacobite rising of 1715 (during which the
destruction, for defensive purposes, of houses
standing between the castle and the town had
separated the two still further),31 the Ordnance
Board resolved to act. There remained the
problem of finding materials. Not for the last
time, it was difficult to find suitable stone for
building in the neighbourhood of Berwick, but
the town’s military governor thought he had
found the answer, for in May 1717 he informed
the Board that “there was an old castle that
had belonged to the Crown but had been sold
often, from which very good stone might be
had for the said building much cheaper than
what could be got from the Quarry”.32 The
Board undertook to investigate, and may have
made arrangements with its owner to take
stone from the castle, but if it did so, the yield
must have been disappointing, for in 1720
workmen from the Barracks were reported to
be taking down the White Wall, near the castle
but not part of it, and had to be stopped by the
mayor.3
For well over a century after that the castle
was largely ignored—not surprisingly, since
there was little left to see. Hutchinson, in 1778,
referred only to “scattered fragments, and con
fused heaps of foundations”, 4 and Grose, in
1789, described it as “now totally in ruins”.35
The latter’s watercolour of the same year sug
gests that what survived then, at least on the
west side of the castle, was very largely identi
cal with what survives now, just the last few
feet of towers and curtain wall.36 Subsequent
writers struck the same melancholy note; “con
fused heaps of stone”, wrote Fuller in 1799,37
“A few walls and one old round tower are all
that remain”, reported the Newcastle Anti
quaries in 1829,38 “little more than a confused
heap of ruins”, declared Rose in 1834,39 and the
visual record bears them out.40The White Wall
down to the Tweed has lasted well, but the
castle has become one with Nineveh and Tyre.
By the time Rose was writing the threat to
what little was left of the castle which the

railway posed was imminent, and with hind
sight it is possible to see that the fate of the
ruins was effectively sealed only four years
later. The railway mania of 1845-1847 is well
known. But there had been an earlier, briefer,
one, in the late 1830s, and its by-products
included two plans for railway lines connecting
Northumberland with Scotland. One would
have gone over the border at Carter Bar, but
the other, the Great North British Railway,
would have gone up the east coast, via Ber
wick, where its consultant engineer, George
Stephenson, recommended crossing the Tweed
“a short distance above the present bridge”—
in other words, from south of the river to the
site of the castle.41 This particular scheme was
brought to nothing by a severe economic reces
sion, but as conditions slowly improved in the
1840s, so plans were once more made for
building railways, including lines to link Eng
land with Scotland. And no more than in the
1830s was it possible to contemplate a line
which would only stop at Berwick.
The line to Berwick was planned in Edin
burgh, where proposals for what would
become the North British Railway were floated
in 1841. But the Scots needed English capital,
and to obtain it they approached the great man
in the world of English railways, George Hud
son, the “railway king”. Hudson’s outlook mat
ched his nickname. He appreciated the need
for amalgamation, for a unitary, nationwide,
system of railways.42 And though his financial
methods were later found to have been irre
sponsible, reckless and very dubiously lawful,
for most of the 1840s he was better able than
anyone else to raise the money needed to
launch the railways that he supported. When
the Scots approached him in 1842, the North
British was only planned to go from Edinburgh
to Dunbar. Hudson told them that they could
expect no English support for such a project,
but if they continued to Berwick, he would give
his backing to a Newcastle to Berwick line, and
help them in every way he could.43 Encouraged
by this, the North British produced a prospec
tus in 1843 which announced their intention of
meeting Hudson at Berwick. In the following
February the Newcastle and Darlington rail

way, with Hudson in the chair, resolved that it
would push north to Berwick, while the York
and North Midland, another of Hudson’s com
panies, by way of giving the assistance Hudson
had promised, subscribed for £50,000 worth of
shares in the North British.44 With a meeting of
lines at Berwick now inevitable, the only ques
tion was where the Tweed was to be crossed,
and the North British settled that in 1844, when
it bought the Great North British Railway’s
plans of 1838, complete with Stephenson’s rec
ommendations.45 Stephenson’s plan, and Hud
son’s financial support, had arguably doomed
the site of Berwick castle before an inch of line
was laid on it.
There was no prospect of serious local resist
ance, at any rate in Berwick itself. Sir John Hall
of Dunglass complained in 1844 that plans
made in 1839 had since been silently adjusted,
proposing to bring the line much closer to his
house near Cockburnspath, spoiling his view of
the sea, and generally injuring “those objects
which a country gentleman so highly cheriches
[jfc].. .”46 But humbler folk, for whom the
early 1840s were a time of great economic
hardship, had more immediate priorities, par
ticularly employment, and people wanted rail
ways anyway.47 Both the Berwick newspapers,
the Whig Berwick Advertiser and the Tory
Berwick and Kelso Warder, were warmly in
favour of the proposed line through the town.48
As the Advertiser put it, “The connection of
the North and South by railways is certainly an
undertaking of vast national significance, and
one which would prove a immense advantage
to this town and neighbourhood”. The advan
tage lay in the fact that Berwick in the 1840s
was above all an entrepot, a place of distribu
tion and exchange, by sea and by land, for the
produce of its region, the region being princi
pally the Merse, which had been made the
most prosperous part of the Scottish lowlands
by a determined programme of agricultural
development in the late eighteenth century.49
But in spite of its place on the London and
Edinburgh road, and its coastal trade to north
and south (assisted by a pier built shortly
before 1820),50 Berwick’s trade was hampered
by serious problems of communication.51

In the 1840s Berwick’s shipping service con
sisted of four steamboats going to Edinburgh,
Leith, Hull, Newcastle and London, once a
week for each journey. Otherwise it had to
make do with little sailing ships, or smacks,
which could get to London in three or four
days, or send goods by cart. For a town with its
region’s large surpluses of grain to dispose of
(in the 1840s Berwick had a weekly corn mar
ket), with coal from just south of the border to
sell, and above all with fish to market, it was
not enough. Fish, either salmon, or sea fish in
the form of haddock, cod or herring, and at
certain times of the year shellfish as well, was
almost impossible to distribute and keep fresh.
Either it had to be cured, which reduced its
appeal, or it was packed in ice, which added to
its cost, and both were at risk if the winds were
unfavourable. Much fish went by land
anyway—even if its eventual destination was
London, fish might be sent to Leith first—with
inevitable results. “Fresh herrings are much
injured by being conveyed in common carts
during the heat of the day . . . ” , as a submission
to Parliament put it. The result was that most
of what was caught had to be sold locally, at
prices so low that fishing was only profitable
because of the huge amounts of fish caught. It
was estimated that full-sized cod were being
sold to curers at Berwick at the rate of 7s. to 8s.
a score, when in London they would fetch
between 4s. and 18s. each. In such circum
stances the railway, which was reckoned to be
able to make the journey from Berwick to
London in well inside twenty-four hours (only
two and a half hours to Edinburgh), held out
the hope of considerable economic benefits.
The disappearance of the castle, or most of it,
might be a matter for regret, but few were
prepared to oppose it.
The likelihood of the railway’s coming to
Berwick could be seen at the beginning of
1844, when workmen were observed investigat
ing the ground.51 But before anything could
happen, the North British had to obtain its Act
of Parliament, enabling its directors to form a
company, raise money from shareholders, buy
the necessary land by compulsory purchase,
and build the railway. As part of this process, it

had to find out the attitude of every landowner
involved, whether in favour, neutral, or
opposed. Sir John Hall of Dunglass made
difficulties, but was persuaded to accept
£12,000 in return for fifty-seven acres, together
with £14.14s. 9d for the loss of the oats and
straw then on each of those acres.52 Berwick
Town Council let it be known that it was in
favour, but still drove a hard bargain for the
conveyance of such of its land as was required,
ultimately obtaining £5,250, compared with the
£4,500 originally offered.53 The owners of the
castle site were three maiden ladies, Misses
Elizabeth, Anne and Isabella Askew, and they
were reported to be neutral. They were con
cerned about the future of the castle, in July
1844 writing to the directors of the North
British “requiring the preservation of the ruins
of Berwick Castle”,54 and at around the same
time one J. W. Belford wrote an angry letter to
the Berwick and Kelso Warder, denouncing the
“sacrilege” involved in driving the railroad
“through the very centre of that venerable relic
of antiquity—the castle of Berwick”.55 But
there is no reason to suppose that anyone paid
much attention. The Askew sisters settled with
the North British for compensation of £3,050,
and a contract which laid down that “any coins,
pieces of armour, or other relics of antiquity”
found on the site were to be theirs. They were
also to remain the owners of the West Wall,
that is, of most of the castle remaining above
ground.56 Archaeologists and antiquarians in
London might fume that “The few remaining
traces of Berwick Castle are also condemned,
to suit the convenience of a railway com
pany” ,57 but in Berwick itself the proposal
seems to have been received with resignation,
when it was not positively welcomed—in
December 1843 townsfolk had subscribed for
120 shares worth £3,000 in the North British
Railway Company.58
It would soon be too late even to complain.
Among the railways planned in the great rail
way mania of the mid-1840s was a west coast
line from England to Scotland via Carlisle, and
as it was an article of faith that Great Britain
could only support one line between the two

countries, the companies involved were soon
engaged in a race to complete, each des
perate to have its line down and working
first. The North British saw its act through
Parliament remarkably quickly—it received
the royal assent on 4 July 1844—and on 12 July
it was advertising for contractors.59 In August
quantities of rails, barrows, trucks and other
equipment was reported to be arriving in Ber
wick by sea,60 and by the end of September
work was in progress at Marshall Meadows,
just two and a half miles north of the town.61
The contractor for this southernmost section of
the line was John Evans of Darlington, who
submitted a tender of £22,460 for laying 6940
yards (about four miles) of double track.62 By
21 September he had 160 men at work, a
month later, about 500, and the line was said to
be advancing with “railway speed”.63 It was
still two miles away from the terminus on 9
November, but the Warder found the speed
with which the work was progressing astonish
ing, and clearly it would not be long before the
navvies would arrive in Berwick. Indeed, some
of them were probably there already—
presumably they were the “drunken and evildisposed
persons” whose disturbances
prompted An Inhabitant to write a letter of
complaint which the Warder published on 5
November.64 In fact, apart from a tendency to
get drunk, the navvies were consistently peace
able, so much so that the only response which
the Corporation found it necessary to make to
their arrival was the appointment of a single
police officer to patrol Castlegate, where most
of them took up residence.65 Much of the credit
for this should be given to John Evans, who
paid his men regularly—usually fortnightly,
though weekly if asked—and always in cash,
never resorting to the tommy shop, that is, to
payments in tickets for food and drink, the
tickets being presented at the contractor’s own
shop, which usually gave goods worth much
less than the nominal value of the tickets.66 He
was also a man who believed in working with
his men, which was doubtless good for morale
and discipline. When the town’s theatre caught
fire on 6 January 1845, prompt assistance was

given by the workers on the railway, led by Mr
Evans himself, even though this happened at 6
a.m.67
Such generous responses may have helped to
reconcile the townsfolk to the assault on the
castle ruins. In its issue of 30 November 1844
the Advertiser had tried to reassure its readers
that those ruins would “suffer no deteriora
tion”.68 In terms of the standing masonry this
was probably true, the permanent way kept
well clear of the most prominent above-ground
remains. But in terms of the archaeological
record it was certainly not true. Of course, in
1844 the art of archaeological excavation was
in its infancy. It is true that Lewes Priory, also a
victim of the railways in the 1840s, was exam
ined archaeologically while work was in prog
ress.69 But the difficulties created by a
restricted site, the need for haste on the part of
the North British Railway, the apparent lack of
anybody skilled or interested enough to do it,
all prevented anything similar from happening
at Berwick. The nearest thing to an active
response to the intrusion of the railway on the
castle came from the Newcastle antiquary
G. B. Richardson, who in a letter to the Warder
appealed to Berwick’s “artistical townsmen” to
make a record of the “venerable structure”
before it disappeared, and his appeal seems to
have gone unanswered.70A letter of 12 Decem
ber from Mr. Evans to the directors of the
North British, “regarding his right to the mate
rials, coins &c. which may be found in the old
Castle of Berwick” showed that he was then
about to start work there.71 And on 16 Decem
ber he did so, watched by large crowds of
townsfolk.72 In his history of Berwick, pub
lished in 1849, Sheldon gives a vivid, if rather
fanciful, account of the process, telling how
when the stone resisted blows from picks and
crowbars, it was uprooted with gunpowder.
“Busy as bees, the workmen advance, and sap,
and mine and blast the walls .. .”73 Their prin
cipal object was to level the ground—“levelling
heights and filling up ravines” in the Adver
tiser's words—so that it could safely bear the
permanent way and station buildings, and to
that end a good deal of stonework was

removed. As the Advertiser went on to
report—“In the course of the excavations here
large clumps of masonry have been found
underneath the surface mould and removed.
These are generally in masses, without form
and arrangement, which leads one to suppose
they must be fragments of a building huddled
together by some desolating process. At other
places again, design may be traced where an
arch or gateway is visible .. .”74
Those hoping for buried treasure must have
been disappointed—a cannon ball weighing
seventy-five pounds, a silver spoon, a few coins,
then a richly carved piece of black oak (per
haps from Hume’s early seventeenth-century
mansion), an inscription commemorating the
building of a stretch of wall by a sixteenthcentury governor, a piece of carved stone “on
which is cut the bust, apparently of a man, with
the arms lying on the breast, and a serpent
entwined round them”, and very little else.74
Had the navvies been required to go deeper,
they might have made more exciting finds—in
October 1850 some workmen digging at the
station, in an excavation described as “deeper
than any which was made at the time the
railway was formed”, turned up cannon balls,
silver and copper coins, and bones.75 As it was,
some people felt so let down that they turned
to treasure-hunting on their own account, in
the process undermining the ground the nav
vies had to work on and causing a landslip
which broke the leg of one of them.76 But in
spite of gunpowder being used, injuries were
rarely reported, and the work went quickly on,
occasional diversions notwithstanding—in
March 1845 many of the men downed tools in
order to see a prize fight between one of their
number and a Berwick man, the fight taking
place on Lamberton racecourse.77 Outside
working hours, the navvies were still inclined
to get drunk, the inevitable result, perhaps, of a
want of anything better to do and of squalid
living conditions. One labourer was found to
have sublet a single room, fourteen feet by
eleven, to “eleven persons, including himself,
wife and two children”.78 Others lived in huts,
like the one whose name. “Little Dublin”,

would have betrayed its occupant’s origin even
if the name of Charles Rafferty had not.79
Many, though by no means all, of the workmen
were Irish, and the Berwick papers enjoyed
trying to convey their accents and rhythms of
speech when they appeared at the Petty Ses
sions, most often on charges arising from
drink.80 The magistrates were usually lenient,
and when the navvies left, early in 1846, the
Advertiser, estimating that some 1,200 of them
had stayed in Berwick at some point, though
never more than 200 at any one time, paid
tribute to their generally good behaviour, and
though regretting their fondness for the bottle,
suggested that “were some means used to
provide him with social recreation, the intem
perance of the navy [sic] would gradually
become less and less .. .”81
By July 1845 three quarters of Evans’s con
tract was said to be finished, the bridge over
the future line to connect the town’s road
system to the future station was nearly com
pleted,82 and on 25 August the North British
invited tenders for stations and engine sheds at
Berwick and Dunbar.83 For Berwick the suc
cessful tender was made by Robert Dodds, the
sum being £3,780, and once more the work
went swiftly on.84 By December Evans had
practically finished his work on the railway
itself, and was preparing to go elsewhere (he
had a contract on the Chester and Holyhead
line), and work on the station was in progress.85
In the following February it was reported that
the station houses on the North British Rail
way were “in course of rapid erection”,86 and
as the moment approached for opening the
Edinburgh to Berwick line, “extraordinary
exertions” went into getting Berwick station
ready, with “relays of workmen” toiling night
and day.87 In fact the work was done too fast to
be done properly, and in the following year
there was a “partial subsidence of the founda
tion”, which eventually needed substantial
repairs, costing between £1,000 and £1,200.88
But at the time the frantic rush seemed justi
fied, when on 18 June 1846 the North British
Railway was formally opened. Berwick cele
brated with a half holiday, shops and offices
closing at noon. Flags were hoisted over the

station itself, and one, bearing the arms of
Berwick, floated over what was left of the
castle, while “thousands of gaily dressed spec
tators of both sexes” came to enjoy the
spectacle.89
Although its surroundings still left a good
deal to be desired—the approach was unflag
ged, and a lack of gas lighting made it hazard
ous at night90—the station itself was a building
of some charm, in a late Georgian style (see fig
1). Its crenellations might appear to evoke the
shade of Horace Walpole, but they were actu
ally intended, as the Advertiser put it, “to keep
in remembrance the erection which preceded it
on the same site”,91 and seem to have done so
successfully, a visitor to Berwick in the late
1850s referring to “the railway-station, looking
like a castle.. .”92 One of the towers was
probably intended to serve as a water column
to feed the engines. At ground level there was
a booking office, three waiting rooms (one for
ladies only), two refreshment rooms, and
rooms for the station staff, including a cook.
The first floor was the residence of the station
master, who received a yearly salary of £150
plus a house. The station was not very big, and
had to be enlarged as early as 1850,93 but in
spite of complaints about its “congested
state”94 it lasted into the mid-1920s, when it
was replaced by the present inoffensive but
unremarkable structure.95 In terms of archi
tectural quality, the disappearance of the sta
tion of the 1840s seems at least as regrettable as
that of the castle before it. The station opened
for business on 22 June 1846, the trains at this
time going only north from it, five a day on
weekdays and two on Sundays,96 in spite of
protests that the trains were running on Sun
days at all.97 The journey to Edinburgh took
two and a half hours, less than half the time
previously taken by coaches, and it is not
surprising that the opening of the railway led to
the immediate discontinuance of the Berwick
to Edinburgh coach service, with the sale of
between thirty and forty horses.98 Yet at the
same time the opening gave a stimulus to coach
traffic for people wanting to use the station,
and six coaches a day left for or arrived from
Newcastle.99
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Fig. 1 Plan and elevation of the Berwick Terminus from the Berwick Advertiser (1846)

It was not only coaches which were coming
from Newcastle, for the Newcastle to Berwick
Railway was coming slowly along too.
Although the line from the south had only a
little further to go than the North British—
sixty-two miles compared with nearly fiftysix—it took a good deal longer. Its progress
was hampered by shortage of labour, and by
the inability or reluctance of its contractors to
pay their men punctually and in cash,100 with
the result that the project was held up by a
series of strikes, exacerbated by the tendency
of the workforce to go absent without leave. In
March 1846 the Berwick and Kelso Warder
reported that a public execution at Morpeth
had been attended by eight or nine hundred
people, “principally composed of agricultural
labourers and ‘navies’ from the works of the
Newcastle and Berwick Railway .. .”101 Conse
quently, although work on a proposed tempo
rary terminus at Tweedmouth had begun in a
rather desultory way in October 1845,102 not
until 1 July 1847 was the Newcastle to Berwick

line opened.103 All that remained was to carry
the railway over the Tweed. In the meantime,
people and goods going from Scotland to Eng
land had to pass from one station to the other
over Berwick’s narrow seventeenth-century
bridge, a journey which took forty minutes.1
The railway bridge, which was constructed by
the Wigton company of McKay and Blackstock, was designed by Robert Stephenson,
who was also responsible for the High Level
bridge in Newcastle, in progress at the same
time. In Newcastle Stephenson used iron, but
at Berwick he chose to build in stone. The
result was surely one of the truly great achieve
ments of Victorian engineering, but this choice
of material delayed its conclusion, since it
proved very difficult to find enough stone of
the requisite quality locally, and it had to be
brought in from fifteen to twenty miles away,
which was only possible when the main line
was completed.10 And so, although the first
stone was laid in May 1847,106 the continuing
need for haste led to the remarkable decision

to construct what was in effect a double bridge,
what the Advertiser described as “a strong
wooden framework to serve the double pur
pose of forming a scaffolding for the stone
work, and also of supporting temporary lines of
rail, over which the passenger trains both from
the north and south will be able to pass”. Even
though it required an estimated 90,000 feet of
timber, the wooden bridge would take only
eighteen months to complete,107compared with
three years for the stone one.
Stephenson’s bridge has twenty-eight arches,
each of them with a span of sixty-one feet six
inches, and carries the line 126 feet over the
bed of the river.108Its construction on the north
side of the Tweed inevitably impinged on the
remains of the castle, and for the second time
railway works brought ancient structures to
light. In August 1847 excavations on the side of
the hill revealed what the Warder described as
“the face of a large and massively-built tow
er”.109And even more exciting, in the following
March, was the rediscovery of the castle well,
brought to light when a massive stone, acciden
tally placed above it, caused the ground to
subside and reveal the well’s existence. The
Warder reported a tradition that, during the
last siege faced by the castle, “all the valuable
plate belonging to the castle was deposited in
this well”, and it expressed the hope that
“these enterprising Railway people” would
excavate the well in the hope of finding it.110
There is no reason to suppose that they con
templated doing any such thing, although three
years later problems with the station’s water
supply led to proposals that the well be cleared
out, to meet that much less romantic need.111
Work on the bridge—or bridges—went on,
hampered as the Newcastle to Berwick line had
been, by strikes for arrears of pay, for better
pay, for an end to the tommy shop.112 Never
theless the wooden bridge was opened on 4
October 1848—a significant moment, marking
the linking of London with Edinburgh by a
continuous line of track, which the contractors
celebrated by giving their workmen several
barrels of beer. 13 On 10 September 1849 the
foundation stone was laid of the last pier of the
stone bridge, an event greeted by a volley of

artillery,114 and a similar volley was fired when
the keystone was placed in the last arch on 26
March 1850, followed by a banquet.115 All that
needed to be done now as to fill in the ballast
on the top of the arches, complete the parapet
and lay the rails,116 and as that happened the
wooden bridge was dismantled.
Stephenson’s splendid bridge finally came
into use on 20 July 1850. A contemporary
illustration (fig 2) shows it with a train upon it,
steaming into the equally brand-new station,
whose towers, visible over the castle wall, show
it to have been built as designed. It would have
looked thus on 30 August 1850, when Berwick
celebrated the formal opening of the Royal
Border Bridge by Queen Victoria herself, in
the presence of what the Advertiser estimated
to be between ten and twelve thousand peo
ple.117 Galleries were erected along the walls of
what remained of the castle, one for ladies, one
for the press, and a large one for ladies and
gentlemen, all of them admitted by ticket.
Humbler folk sat on benches between the
castle and the railway, that is, on the west side
of the line. The Queen’s train came into the
station through a triumphal arch fifty-five feet
high and twenty feet across, decorated with
medallion portraits of Victoria and Albert, the
arms of York, Newcastle, Berwick and Edin
burgh, Minerva and Mercury “from the
antique”, the rose and thistle set against a
background of “rich Victorian tartan
drapery”—the adjective “Victorian” to
describe it all seems inescapable. Set into the
arch were the words “The last act of the
Union”. The phrase might have prompted hol
low laughs from the Scots who in July 1846 had
made an excursion from Glasgow to Berwick
on the North British Railway, only to have
their luggage searched on their arrival by Eng
lish customs officers looking for illegallyimported whisky—the law eventually had to be
changed to abolish this anomaly, derived from
an over-strict interpretation of the Act of
Union.118 And it took time to coordinate the
work of the two companies whose lines met at
Berwick. In August 1850 representatives of
both found it necessary to meet in Edinburgh,
for purposes which included “To propose by

Fig. 2
(1849)
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m eans of an interchange o f op inion that each
com pany should con sid er the interests of the
other as its ow n, and should by every proper
m eans prom ote both Passenger and G ood s
traffic on the East C oast line for m utual
b en efit" .119
A lthou gh it is hardly p ossib le to draw up a
precise balance sh eet o f gains and losses result
ing from these events, it can at least be said
that, as far as Berw ick was con cern ed , the
com in g o f the railway d oes seem to have had
the results that its prom oters h oped for.
A lm ost at once there was an early m orning
service to carry fruit and farm produce to
Edinburgh, there w ere cattle trains bringing
livestock from Edinburgh in tim e for B erw ick ’s
M onday m arket, and then carrying cow s and
sh eep on to N ew castle next day, and trains
which as early as 1849 could take Berwick fish
to London in sixteen to tw enty hours, thereby
helping to m ake fish a staple o f their diet for
the m etropolitan p o o r.1 0 In 1851 the to w n ’s

S h e ld o n 's H istory

exports to L on don w ere also said to include
agricultural produce, coal, ale, w o o l and w h is
k y.1 1 But the railw ay also had an effect that
w ent b eyon d purely m aterial co n sid eration s,
for it h elp ed to integrate Berw ick into the
w ider life o f the n ation, not least in m atters o f
time.
B efore the advent o f the railw ays, tim e w as a
local affair, reck on ed according to a p la c e ’s
special relation ship with the G reenw ich m erid 
ian. T his w ould cause im m en se prob lem s w hen
it b ecam e necessary to produce tim eta b les for
railways m aking u n p reced en tly quick c o n n e c 
tions b etw een d ifferent parts o f the country,
problem s m ost easily p erceived in the so lu tio n s
p rop osed to resolve them . In 1845, for in stance,
a m eetin g o f the Institute o f Civil E n gin eers
heard it su g g ested that station clock s be m ade
with tw o m inute hands, “ o n e p ointin g to
G reenw ich m ean tim e, the o th er sh ow in g the
tim e o f the place w here the clock is situ 
a t ed’’. B e r w i c k appears to have go n e by

Greenwich time anyway, perhaps as a result of
its position on the east coast and its regular
maritime contacts with the South East. But
Edinburgh was twelve and a half minutes
behind Greenwich, and it was Edinburgh time
which prevailed along the length of the North
British Railway, with the result that, at Ber
wick, town and station were perpetually at
chronometrical odds. Only in January 1848 did
the magistrates of Edinburgh move their city’s
clocks back so as to observe Greenwich Mean
Time, a change which, as in many other places
in these years, can be very largely attributed to
the railways.123 After that, the time at Berwick
station was identical with that of the town, and
with that of every other place along the line on
which it stood.
The loss to the archaeological record result
ing from the construction of Berwick station is
certainly something to be regretted, not least
because the massive royal castle of Berwick is
likely to have exerted a considerable, but now
incalculable, influence on the development of
other fortresses in the English borders in the
later Middle Ages. Yet even in architectural
terms, the disappearance of most of the
remains of the castle had mitigating features,
when the structures that replaced it or were
created from it are taken into account—the
parish church, perhaps the barracks, the
charming station (while it stood), above all
Stephenson’s superb bridge. If taken at face
value, the claim made for the Royal Border
Bridge in 1850, that its opening represented
“The last act of the Union”, was a considerable
exaggeration, in that over a century had passed
since England had last been invaded from
Scotland, in the Jacobite rising of 1745. Yet a
plaque on the present-day station platform
informs the observant passenger that “This
Station stands on the site of the great hall of
Berwick Castle. Here on 17 November 1292
the claim of Robert Bruce to the crown of
Scotland was declined and the decision in
favour of John Baliol was given by King
Edward I before the full Parliament of England
and a large gathering of the nobility and pop
ulace of both England and Scotland”. And the
decision taken in 1292 turned out to be one in a

series of manoeuvres intended ultimately to
bring Scotland under English overlordship, and
so constituted an important step on the road
that would lead to centuries of Anglo-Scottish
hostilities, hostilities in which Berwick castle
played a central role. Seen in this light, the
replacement of the castle by a station may
perhaps with justice be allowed a certain sym
bolic importance. Easier physical contacts, the
freer movement of people, ideas and goods,
may not by themselves make for friendlier
dealings between nations, but at least they can
help to make them possible.
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